1. **Look at this poster and complete the sentences.**

Sundari and Shyam live in the United States of America. They learn Bharatanatyam during the weekends. Their teacher at school asks them to make a poster about the dance so that their friends can get to know about it.

- Bharatanatyam is an ancient Indian dance form. It is one of the oldest dance forms in the world.
- It comes from the state of Tamil Nadu.

- The songs and stories are mostly about gods, goddesses, kings and queens.
- The dance used to be performed by dancers in temples.
- It is now performed all over the world by both female and male dancers.

- The costume is usually made of silk. The dancers wear jewellery and put flowers in their hair.
- They also wear heavy anklets.

- The dancers tell stories by using different poses and facial expressions.
- The dance is a beautiful combination of steps, hand gestures and facial expressions.
a. Bharatanatyam is an __________________________ from the state of ________________________________.

b. The dancers use facial expressions and hand movements to ________________________________.

c. Flowers are for hair as anklets are for ________________________________.

d. Bharatanatyam is performed by both ________________________________ and ________________________________, all over the ________________________________.

e. *The dance is a beautiful combination of steps, hand gestures and facial expressions.*

Another word that means the same as the word in colour is ________________________________.

2. **Draw lines to match these words to the correct **prefix **in the box to form their opposites.**

   un-  
   dis-

   a. even       b. honest       c. usual
   d. tidy       e. appear       f. agree
   g. healthy    h. happy       i. obey

3. **Rewrite these sentences using capital letters, full stops, exclamation marks, question marks and apostrophes in the correct places.**

a. im so happy ________________________________________________________________

b. cant we go now _____________________________________________________________

c. I wont miss school __________________________________________________________
1. Complete these sentences with the correct **prepositions** from the box.

   **in** **on** **at** **till**
   **under** **over** **behind**

   a. A bird has built a nest **.........** top of the cupboard **.........**
      my room.

   b. Rajan looked for his cat **.........** the table and **.........** the curtains,
      but he couldn’t find her anywhere.

   c. Preeta waited **.........** the bus-stop for you **.........** five o’clock!

   d. The dog was chasing the mosquito that was flying **.........** and
      around its head!

2. Complete each sentence with a **preposition**. You can use the same preposition in more than one sentence.

   **in** **at** **on** **for**

   a. The show begins **..........................** four o’clock.

   b. Have you kept all the books **..........................** your room?

   c. There is a surprise party **..........................** the teachers
      **..........................** Friday.

   d. The postman left the parcel **..........................** the doorstep.
      We picked it up later.

   e. The bottle broke and there was water **..........................**
      the floor.
3. Look at this picture of a railway station. **Describe the scene in a paragraph.**

Try and answer these questions when you write.

- What place is this?
- Why are they here?
- Who are the people in the picture?
- What are they doing?

This is a railway station
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